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Breakthrough Ebook Reveals Secrets of How to Raise a Happy, Healthy HamsterThis ebook covers

everything you need to know about caring for hamsters. It was written by someone with years of

experience in raising and breeding hamsters, so it includes things you won't find in other hamster

books.Whether you like golden (Syrian) hamsters, dwarf hamsters, Campbell's, winter whites,

Roborovskis, or other types of hamsters, you'll find complete coverage in the ebook. Here is just a

sample of what you will learn: Is a hamster the right pet for you?How to easily tell whether a

hamster is male or femaleCommon places you should never go to buy a hamsterThe many varieties

of hamsters and how to choose the right hamster for you Common foods that can make your

hamster sick (or worse) Which types of hamsters should be kept together, and which ones should

never live in the same cage What to do before you get a hamsterWays to help your hamster live

longerHow to save money buying your hamster's cage, and pitfalls to avoidAll about dwarf hamsters

and other "exotic" species and how to meet their special needsHow to make sure you choose a

healthy hamster in the first placeTips on hamsters and kidsCommon types of bedding that can kill

your hamster. (Sadly, these are still sold in pet stores and labeled as safe.) How to keep your

hamster's environment clean, healthy, and safeExtensive coverage of all the popular types of

hamster cages, including some you may not have known aboutWhich popular cage accessory could

be dangerous for your dwarf hamster?The right way to bring your hamster homeCommon mistakes

and health hazards to avoid when setting up your hamster's cageWhat to do immediately if your

hamster escapesAn extensive list of foods your hamster will loveAdvice for keeping hamsters with

other types of petsTips on traveling with your hamsterThe right time of day to buy your

hamsterShould you bathe your hamster? Fun and safe ways to play with your hamsterSigns your

hamster may be sick, and what to do about itWhy some popular types of cages may be a bad

choice for your hamsterA step-by-step program for taming your hamster so he will want to be

handledHow to make sure your hamster gets the exercise he needsCommon mistakes to avoid

when breeding hamsters. (Do this wrong, and your hamster could be killed.)How to care for

pregnant and newborn hamstersSafe ways of capturing a runaway hamsterA complete cage

cleaning and maintenance checklistHamster toys and accessories you can easily make yourself and

save money in the process Don't learn everything by trial and error, and risk losing a few hamsters

along the way, when you can invest in this ebook and get the information you need right now.
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I just read read this book all the way through without stopping . I liked it very informative. Goes into

good detail without going too detailed. The author focuses on syrian hamsters but does talk about

the other breeds including some most people have never herd of. I wished that it would have talked

more about the nutritional requirements and about about wheel sizes.

I read the book but I got it mainly for my 8 year old son for his 3 hamsters... Moose, Jelly Belly, and

RoadRunner. I wanted him to take his responsibility seriously and learn instead of mindlessly

treating them just as pets without much thought.My son read the book and he's diligently following

the recommendations and we realized we made a few mistakes before buying the hamsters and

taking care of them. This is a great educational book that you should get for yourself and your kids.

1 big tip: Get the book BEFORE you get hamsters. You'll save yourself some aggravation that way.

LOVED IT

It's ok, but too expensive for what is offered. I can find better guides for free on youtube!
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